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Abstract. This paper discusses some modeling issues concerning the
communication between goal-directed agents. In particular, the role of
performatives in agent communication is discussed. It is argued that
the specification of the effect of performatives, as prescribed by FIPA,
is sometimes too weak or unrealistic. The alternative, proposed in this
paper, suggests a two phase modeling of the effect of the communication.
A minimum effect can be hardwired in the semantics of sending and
receiving messages. And the performative related part is achieved by
executing a number of rules which are under the control of the agent
and made accessible to the agent programmer. These issues are discussed
in the context of 3APL which is a goal directed agent programming
language.

1 Introduction

In any multi-agent system the communication between the agents will be an
important aspect. Some work has been done on the formalization of the commu-
nication (see e.g. [1]). Most of the early work has concentrated on formalizing
the messages, such that a precise and unambiguous meaning of them could be
established. (see e.g. [2, 3]). However, one of the main problems was (and still is)
to determine the exact effects of a message. If we look at the specification of the
“inform” message in the FIPA agent communication language (ACL) it states
only a precondition that the sender should believe the contents of the inform
message and do not believe that the receiver has knowledge about the content
already and a rational effect (which should be interpreted as an intended effect
of the inform) that the receiver will believe the content of the inform message.
FIPA does not, however, give a formal specification of what a “rational effect”
exactly means. It is not a direct consequence of performing the communicative
act, but seems to be more like a goal of the sender of the message.

On the other hand the FIPA specification states informally that the receiver
is “entitled” to believe that the sender believes the contents of the inform mes-
sage and wishes the receiver to believe the contents of the inform message as
well. However, this effect is not specified in the formal specifications of the mes-
sage. It is therefore unclear whether these points could/should be seen as effects



of sending the message. The above example quite clearly shows some of the
major problems in formalizing agent communication. Although the FIPA ACL
specification already formalizes some aspects of the ACL it also contains some
gaps at crucial points. Most of these gaps are related to the exact preconditions
and postconditions of the communicative act. It has been argued in [7] that
preconditions of a communicative act in which the sender is supposed to have
knowledge about the state of mind of the receiver are not very realistic. These
preconditions can never be checked, because the sender cannot verify whether
they actually hold (she cannot “look inside the head of the receiver”). Therefore
the preconditions are relatively weak.

The postconditions are also difficult to specify. As in the example above,
the sender certainly has an intended purpose with sending the message, but one
cannot guarantee that this purpose is actually achieved. This depends for a large
part on the receiver, which is autonomous. So, the effect of receiving a message
is for the largest part determined by the receiving agent. If we want to give strict
postconditions for a communicative act this would also pose heavy constraints
on the way agents would have to handle messages and the mental updates they
have to make. This seems overly restrictive to be practical.

The crux of the matter seems to lie in the balance between the autonomy
of the agents on the one hand and the wish to predict the effects of a commu-
nicative act on the other hand. The first is of prime importance for two reasons.
First, because autonomy is one of the most important characteristics of agents.
Secondly, in open agent systems one cannot predict how other agents work in-
ternally and therefore are seemingly completely autonomous. However, one also
would like to give precise semantics for the messages and their effects in order
to standardize agent communication and for agents to be able to reflect about
communicative acts.

In this paper we explore the balance between the autonomy of the agents
and agent communication in the practical setting of the agent programming
language 3APL. We give a short overview of 3APL and its semantics in the next
section. In section 3 we indicate the issues that have to be dealt with in order to
extend 3APL with a communication component (without solving issues in the
implementation in a way that is not covered by the formal semantics of 3APL).
In section 4 we show how the practical reasoning rules of 3APL can be used
to add (more restrictive) effects to the communicative acts in a stepwise way.
This allows the programmer to implement an agent, which minimally fulfills the
FIPA specification, to draw more elaborate conclusions. In section 5 we will some
preliminary conclusions and indicate areas for further research.

2 3APL Specification

3APL is an implementation language for cognitive agents that have beliefs and
goals as mental attitudes and can revise or modify their goals. Moreover, 3APL
agents are assumed to be capable of performing a set of basic actions such as
mental updates. Each basic action is defined in terms of pre- and post-conditions



and can be executed if the pre-condition is true. After the execution of a basic
action the post-condition is set to be true. For example, a 3APL agent may have
a goal to buy a computer and thereafter buy a book. The agent has the capability
of buying computers and books (basic actions). The agent may believe he has
not enough money to buy the computer but enough to buy the book. The agent
can also delay the purchase of the computer if he believes he has not enough
money by doing other things first.

A 3APL agent starts its deliberation with a number of goals to achieve. If
the goals are basic actions for which the pre-conditions are true, then the goals
are achieved by executing the basic actions; otherwise the goals are revised. In
the above example, a 3APL agent aims at buying the computer first, but it
realizes that he has not enough money. Therefore, he delays the purchase of the
computer and buy the book first. In the rest of this section, we will briefly explain
the formal syntax and semantics of 3APL. The complete formal specification of
3APL is described in [5]. We introduce only the minimum definitions needed to
explain the working of the agents and the links with the communication between
the agents. Those who are familiar with the 3APL specification can skip this
section.

2.1 3APL Syntax

3APL [5] consists of languages for beliefs, basic actions, goals, and practical
reasoning rules. A 3APL agent can be specified (programmed) by expressions
of these languages. A set of expressions of a language implements one 3APL
module. Below is an overview of these languages.

Definition 1. Given a set of domain variables and functions, the set of domain
terms TD is defined as usual. Let t1, . . . , tn ∈ TD, Predb be the set of predicates
that constitute the belief expressions, p ∈ Predb, and φ and ψ be belief expres-
sions. The belief language LB is defined as follows:

- p(t1, . . . , tn) , ¬φ , φ ∧ ψ ∈ LB

All variables in φ ∈ LB are universally quantified with maximum scope. The
belief-base module of a 3APL program is a set of belief formulae.

The set of basic actions is a set of (parameterized) actions that can be executed
if certain preconditions hold. After execution of an action certain post-conditions
must hold. These actions can be, for example, physical actions or belief update
operations.

Definition 2. Let Act be an action name, t1, . . . , tn ∈ TD, and φ, ψ ∈ LB.
Then, the action language LA is defined as follows:

- 〈φ,Act(t1, . . . , tn), ψ〉 ∈ LA

The basic action module of a 3APL program is a set of basic actions.



The set of goals consists of different types of goals: Basic action goals (Baction-
Goal), predicate goal (PredGoal), Test goal (TestGoal), skip goal (SkipGoal),
sequence goal (SeqGoal), if-then-else goal (IfGoal), and while-do goal (While-
Goal).

Definition 3. Let t1, . . . , tn ∈ TD, P redg be the set of predicates such that
Predb ∩Predg = ∅, q ∈ Predg, α ∈ LA, and φ ∈ LB. Then, the set of goals LG

is defined as follows:

- skip , α , q(t1, . . . , tn) , φ? ∈ LG,
- π1; . . .; πn , IF φ THEN π1 ELSE π2 , WHILE φ DO π ∈ LG.

The goal base module of a 3APL program is a set of goals.

Before we define practical reasoning rules, a set of goal variables, GV AR, is
introduced. These variables are different from the domain variables used in the
belief language. The goal variables may occur in the head and the body of prac-
tical reasoning rules and will be instantiated with a goal. Note that the domain
variables are instantiated with the belief terms. We extend the language LG with
goal variables. The resulting language LGv extends LG with the following clause:
if X ∈ GV AR, then X ∈ LGv .

Definition 4. Let πh, πb ∈ LGv and φ ∈ LB, then a practical reasoning rule is
defined as: πh ← φ | πb.
This practical reasoning rule can be read as follows: if the agent’s goal is πh

and the agent believes φ, then πh can be replaced by πb. The practical reasoning
module of a 3APL program is a set of practical reasoning rule.

A practical reasoning rule can be applied to a goal by unifying the head of the
rule with the goal. Since goal variables may occur in the head and the body
of practical reasoning rules, the unification results in a substitution for goal
variables. The resulting substitution will be applied to the body of the practical
reasoning rule and the resulting goal will replace the goal to which the rule was
applied. Consider the practical reasoning rule A();X;C() ← > | X;X and the
goal π = A();B();C(). The application of the rule to π results the substitution
[X/B()] which, when applied to the body of the rule, results the goal B();B().
This goal will replace π.

Given the definition of beliefs, basic actions, goals and practical reasoning
rules, a 3APL agent can be specified as follows:

Definition 5. A 3APL agent is a tuple < A,Π, σ, Γ >, where A is the set of
basic actions that the agent can perform, Π is a set of goals, σ is a set of belief
formula, and Γ is a set of practical reasoning rules.

The following is an example of a 3APL agent.

Example 1. Let A() be a basic action with pre-condition ¬p(a) and postcondition
p(a) ( i.e. {¬p(a)} A() {p(a)} ), and B() be an action with precondition p(a)
and postcondition ¬p(a) ( i.e. {p(a)} B() {¬p(a)} ). The following agent has



one goal which is “first do A() and then B()”. The agent also believes p(a), and
has a goal revision rule which states that whenever it has to do A() and after
that something else, (X) and also believes p(a) (i.e. the precondition of A() is
not satisfied), then it delays the execution of A() and does X first.

< A = {A(), B()} ,
Π = { A();B() } ,
σ = { p(a) } ,
Γ = { A(); X ← p(a) | X; A() } >

2.2 3APL Semantics

In [5] an operational semantics for the 3APL language is proposed which is
defined by means of a transition system. This semantics specifies transitions
between the agent’s states by means of transition rules. The state of an agent is
defined as follows:

Definition 6. The state of a 3APL agent is defined as a tuple < Π, σ, θ >,
where Π is the set of the agent’s goals, σ is the agent’s beliefs, and θ is a
substitution consisting of binding of variables that occur in the agent’s beliefs
and goals.

The substitution θ is passed through from one state to the next state by means of
transition rules. Some transition rules generate new variable bindings, update the
substitution with it and pass the updated substitution to the next state; other
transition rules pass the substitution to the next state without updating it. For
example, the substitution is updated by the transition rules for the execution of
test goals and the application of practical reasoning rules while it is not updated
by the transition rules for sequence and choice operators. In this section, we
illustrate only some of the transition rules that help the understanding of this
paper. The reader will find the complete set of transition rules in [5].

The first transition rule is for the execution of the set Π of agents’ goals. This
transition rule states that the execution of a set of goals can be accomplished by
the execution of each goal separately. Let Π = {π0, . . . , πi, . . . πn}, and θ and θ′

be ground substitutions. Then,

< {πi}, σ, θ >→< {π′i}, σ′, θ′ >

< {π0, . . . , πi, . . . πn}, σ, θ >→< {π0, . . . , π′i, . . . πn}, σ′, θ′ >

The transition rule for basic actions updates the belief base but does not
update the substitution. Let A(−→t ) be a basic action with a sequence of domain
terms −→t and τ be an update function that specifies the effect of the basic action
on agent’s beliefs. The semantics of basic actions is captured by the following
transition rule. This update function is defined when the pre-condition of the
action holds; otherwise undefined such that the transition cannot take place.

τ(A(−→t )θ, σ) = σ′

< {A(−→t )}, σ, θ >→< ∅, σ′, θ >



Finally, we present the transition rule for the execution of the while goal.
Note that the substitution is not passed through and it is only applied to the
first execution of the while body.

σ |= φγ

< {WHILE φ DO α}, σ, θ >→< αγ; WHILE φ DO α, σ, θ >

The complete set of transition rules can be found in [5]. Given the 3APL
transitions rules the following is a possible execution trace, i.e. the transitions
between agent states, of the agent that is specified in Example 1.

< {A();B()}, {p(a)}, ∅ > ⇒ < {B();A()}, {p(a)}, ∅ > ⇒ < {A()}, {¬p(a)}, ∅ >
⇒ < ∅, {p(a)}, ∅ >

3 Extending 3APL with Communication

The specification of 3APL agents is basically designed for single agents. As a
consequence there is no account for agent communication. There are two ways
to extend 3APL specification to account for communication. The first way is to
extend the set of basic actions with synchronous communication actions such
as tell(ψ) and ask(ϕ) or offer(ψ) and require(ϕ). The arguments ϕ and ψ
of the synchronized actions are unified and the resulting variable bindings are
the result of the communication and form the contents of the messages. In these
approaches, the synchronized actions are matched on the basis of the performa-
tives they enact. I.e. the tell action is a speech act with performative ‘tell’.
It should be matched with a speech act with the complementary performative
‘ask’. This account of agent communication is proposed in [4, 6].

A disadvantage of the above synchronous communication approach is that we
would have to categorize all performatives in pairs that should be synchronized.
Although a pair like tell and ask looks very natural it is difficult to model,
e.g. all FIPA-ACL performatives in such a way. Moreover, in many multi-agent
applications it is not realistic to determine the unique pairs of performatives
beforehand as the agents need to deliberate on how to respond to a certain
message. For example, when an agent receives a request it needs to deliberate
on the content of the message to decide whether it reacts with an agree, refuse
or not-understood message. If we consider all the different pairs possible then it
becomes impossible to use the synchronous model described above. In that case
we have to indicate with a particular instance of the request action which of the
three possible answers should synchronize with this request. I.e. we determine the
answer on forehand when sending the request. As a final disadvantage we want
to mention that not all communication takes place in pairs as indicated above.
Sometimes an agent just wants to inform another agent of some fact without the
other agent having explicitly asked for the fact. These ‘spur’ messages are not
be possible in the above synchronous model.

In this paper we propose an alternative approach to incorporate communica-
tion in the 3APL framework. The main feature is that it is based on asynchronous



communication and supports modeling of FIPA-ACL performatives separately
from the sending and receiving of the messages. In this approach, 3APL agents
send and receive messages containing contents compliant to the FIPA specifica-
tion. I.e. the message contains a message identifier, an explicit performative, the
content, and the sender and receiver identifiers. In order to model asynchronous
communication in the 3APL framework, the 3APL specification is extended with
a buffer, called a message-base. The message-base of a 3APL agent contains mes-
sages that either are sent to other agents or are received from other agents. The
message-base makes it possible for an agent to continue with its own goals after
sending a message. It does not have to wait for the receiving agent to synchronize
before it continues. In the same way, the receiving agent can receive messages
at any time and does not have to form a goal to receive a message.

3.1 Communication Actions

Agents communicate by means of sending and receiving messages consisting of
a message identifier, sender and receiver identifiers, a performative, and content
information. The content information can be beliefs, basic actions, or goals.
Sending and receiving messages is considered as communication actions (not
basic actions) in the 3APL framework. The goal language, as defined in Definition
3, is extended to include these types of actions.

Definition 7. The set of possible 3APL goals is extended with two communica-
tion actions Send(ι, α, β, ρ, ψ) and Receive(ι, α, β, ρ, ψ), where ι is a term that
denotes the message identifier, α and β are terms denoting the identifiers for
sender and receiver of the message, ρ denotes a FIPA performative, and ψ is the
content information.

We also extend the definition of an agent state in 3APL by including a
message-base in the state.

Definition 8. The message-base Ω of an agent is a set consisting of sent and
received messages having the form sent(ι, α, β, ρ, ψ) and received(ι, α, β, ρ, ψ).
The arguments are the same as described in definition 7. The state of a 3APL
agent can now be defined as a tuple < id, Π, σ, θ, Ω >, where id is the agent’s
identifier, Π is the set of agent’s goals, σ is agent’s beliefs, θ is a substitution
consisting of binding of first order variables that denote domain elements, and
Ω is the message-base.

We use a synchronization mechanism for sending and receiving messages.
But this synchronization mechanism only takes care of simultaneously taking
the messages from the sending agent and putting it in the receiving agent’s
message-base. At what time the receiving agent checks its message-base and how
the messages are interpreted is treated in a completely asynchronous fashion.

This differs from other approaches, such as [4], since we do not synchronize
performatives but only the sending and receiving actions of messages. As we
see later, the exchange of information is based on unification of arguments of



synchronized Send and Receive actions. The unification of the first four argu-
ments of the communication actions is trivial since these arguments are terms.
However, the fifth argument of these communication actions, the content, can be
belief formula, basic actions, or even complex goals. For these complex objects
unification is not trivial. For this reason, we introduce a set of so-called con-
straint variables that stand for belief formula, basic actions and complex goals,
and assume that the fifth argument of one of the two synchronizing commu-
nication actions is such a variable. Therefore, the unification of arguments of
synchronizing communication actions consists always of a pair [X/c] where X is
a constraint variable and c is the content information.

The semantics of Send and Receive is specified in terms of transition rules.
The idea is that the sending agent removes the communication action Send from
its goal-base after the execution of the send action, and stores the informa-
tion concerning the sending action in its message-base. Although storing this
information is not a part of the semantics of the send action, we believe that
the agent may need this information for its future deliberation or its ongoing
communications.

The receiving agent also stores its incoming messages in its message-base. In
general, we assume that agents can receive messages at any moment. In fact,
we assume that the goal of an agent a is of the form Π ‖ Receive(ι, a, β, ρ, ψ),
which indicates that the agent is concurrently waiting to receive messages.

Definition 9. The following three transition rules specify the semantics for
sending and receiving messages between agents and their synchronization, re-
spectively.

ϕ =< ι, a, β, ρ, ψ >

< a, Send(ϕ), σ, θ,Ω >
ϕ!−→ < a, E, σ, θ,Ω ∪ {sent(ϕ)} >

ϕ =< ι, α, b, ρ, ψ >

< b, Receive(ϕ), σ, θ, Ω >
ϕτ?−→ < b, Receive(ϕ), σ, θ,Ω ∪ {received(ϕτ)} >

A
ψτ?−→ A′ , B

ϕ!−→ B′ , ψτ = ϕ

M ∪ {A,B} → M ∪ {A′, B′}
Note that in the second transition rule the concurrent receive action is not

removed from the goal-base such that agents can continuously receive messages.
Also note that the unification process takes care that an agent only receives
messages (store them in his message-base) when they are sent to him. So, an
agent does not have to check explicitly whether a certain message is meant for
him.

4 Interpreting Messages by Practical Reasoning-rules

Once a message is stored in the message-base of an agent, it can be interpreted
by applying practical reasoning rules. The effect of the specific performative in



the message is thus realised by the application of practical reasoning rules of
the receiving agent. We can force the interpretation of the message (and thus
the effects) to take place immediately by using so-called reactive rules. These
rules do not have a head and are thus executed whenever the guard of the rule
is true. In the case of practical reasoning rules pertaining to communication the
guard of these rules is evaluated with respect to the message-base instead of the
belief-base. For this reason, we index these rules with the label ‘MB’ to indicate
that the guard should be evaluated with respect to the message-base rather than
the belief-base. The rules have the following form:

MB←− ϕ | π

where ϕ refers to a received (or sent) message in the message-base and π will
determine the effects of receiving (or sending) the message ϕ. E.g.

MB←− received(ι, a, b, inform, p) | Update(Ba(p))

states that when agent b receives message ι from agent a informing that p holds,
agent b updates its beliefs with the fact that agent a believes p (it assumes a to
be sincere).

In many cases we do not want the agent to react immediately to the reception
of a message. E.g. we only want an agent to react to an agree message if it is
waiting for such a message. One could test a few of these things in the guard,
but it seems more natural that some messages are handled as part of a protocol.
The specification of the protocol in terms of subsequent goals of the agent leads
to points where the agent will check its message-base for incoming messages. In
order to model this situation we use (more general) rules of the following form:

handle performative(−→X ) MB←− ϕ | π

where handle performative(−→X ) can be used by the programmer to invoke the
processing of a certain performative, π is the goal indicating how a message
should be interpreted and ϕ is a logical formula that should be evaluated with
respect to the message-base. The variable vector −→X is used to determine the pa-
rameters needed to execute a certain performative. We illustrate the use of these
variables in the example given in the next subsection. Note that the programmer
has to decide when messages with a certain performative should be processed
since the head of the practical reasoning rule is not empty. Of course, these rules
can also be reactive rules, in the sense that they can have empty head, such
that the programmer has no influence on when a certain message is processed.
Although both approaches are possible, we believe the programmer should be
able to decide about the message processing.

Let us see how the process of interpreting a message in which the performative
is a request can be specified by means of practical reasoning rules. According to
the FIPA semantics for the request performative, a sending agent can request
a receiving agent to perform an action. The receiving agent has to deliberate



on the request to decide if it is granted or not. If so, the receiving agent sends
an agree message to the sending agent, then performs the requested action, and
finally informs the requesting agent that the action has been performed. This is
achieved by applying the following rule.

handle request(f) MB←−
received(ι, α, β, request, Action) |
(¬f(Action)?;

Send(reply(ι), β, α, refuse, Action))
+
( f(Action)?;

Send(reply(ι), β, α, agree, Action);
Action;
Send(reply(ι), β, α, inform, done(Action)))

This rule for request handling implements the protocol as shown in figure 1.
The head of the rule is an achievement goal and has one argument, f . This
function, f : G → BF , maps a goal to a formula, which is considered as the
constraint for granting requests. This function is used in test-goals, so that when
used in combination with the choice (+), we can define what happens when an
agent does not grant a request and when he does. In the first case he replies
with a refuse message and goes his own way. In the latter case, he first replies
with an agree message, executes the action and then informs the requester that
the action has been done. Note that the not-understood message is not defined
here, as it is only sent when the parsing of the message has failed.

4.1 An Example

In this section we show an example of a request conversation using the semantics
as explained before. This example is not the trace of an execution of implemented
agents, but it is constructed by hand to illustrate the expected trace. The se-
mantics do not only follow the standard FIPA semantics, but also the standard
FIPA request protocol as shown in Figure 1.

The conversation itself is in Table 1. This table has four columns, the first
indicates the step-number, the second indicates the name of the mental states of
the agents (GB:goal-base, MB:message-base) and the third and fourth column
indicate the mental states of the communicating agents. For simplicity we assume
that each agent executes one action at each step. This restriction is only for the
ease of representation, the communication protocol does not require it.

During the conversation, the agents have the following belief-bases, unless
noted otherwise: BBa={salesPerson(b),action(b,SellPC)}, meaning that agent
a believes agent b is a salesperson and he also believes that b is able to sell
computers (‘SellPC’), and BBb = {customer(a), pc(c1), pc(c2), pc(c3), avail-
able(c1,400), available(c2,500), available(c3,600)}, meaning that agent b believes
agent a is customer and b also believes that he has three different PCs, which are
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Fig. 1. FIPA Request Protocol

available for e400, e500 and e600 respectively. Finally, agent b has one basic
action, SellPC:

PreCondition : {customer(A), pc(C), available(C,P )}
SellPC(A,C, P )

PostCondition : {¬available(C, P ), sold(A,C, P )}

In the first step we see that agent a starts with buyPC(500) in his goal-base and
agent b with the startSelling() goal. Agent a has one practical reasoning rule that
matches with this goal:

buyPC(X) ← salesPerson(B) | Send(1, a, B, request, SellPC(a,C, X))

This means that given a salesPerson, buyPC(500) is revised to the goal given
in step 2. Then, agent a uses the transition rule for the Send action to go to step
3, sending out a request for a computer for e500 to agent b. The fact that a sent
a request to b is then kept in the message-base using the sent predicate.

Meanwhile, agent b starts off with a startSelling() achievement goal in step 1.
This is revised at step 2 through the following rule:

startSelling() ← > | handle request(condition)

with

condition(SellPC(A,C, P )) ⇐⇒ customer(A) ∧ pc(C) ∧ available(C, P )

The handle request() is an achievement goal to handle the procedure of de-
ciding to agree or refuse incoming requests as defined earlier. Here, the function
condition is defined as the preconditions of the basic action SellPC, but in general
this need not be the case. When for example an achievement goal is requested,



Agent a Agent b
1. GB: buyPC(500) startSelling()

2. GB: Send(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,C,500)) handleRequest(f)

3. GB: handleRequest(f)
MB: sent(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,C,500)) received(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,C,500))

4. GB: (¬(f(SellPC(a,C,500)))?;
Send(2,b,a,refuse,SellPC(a,C,500)))

+
(f(SellPC(a,C,500))?;
Send(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,C,500));
SellPC(a,C,500);
Send(2,b,a,inform,done(SellPC(a,C,500))))

MB: sent(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,C,500)) received(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,C,500))

5. GB: Send(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,c2,500));
SellPC(a,c2,500);
Send(2,b,a,inform,done(SellPC(a,c2,500)))

MB: sent(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,C,500))

6. GB: SellPC(a,c2,500);
Send(2,b,a,inform,done(SellPC(a,c2,500)))

MB: sent(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,c2,500)), received(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,c2,500)),
received(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,c2,500)) sent(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,c2,500))

7. GB: Send(3,b,a,inform,done(SellPC(a,c2,500)))
MB: sent(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,c2,500)), received(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,c2,500)),

received(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,c2,500)) sent(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,c2,500))

8. GB:
MB: sent(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,c2,500)), received(1,a,b,request,SellPC(a,c2,500)),

received(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,c2,500)) sent(2,b,a,agree,SellPC(a,c2,500))
received(3,b,a,inform,done(SellPC(a,c2,500))) sent(3,b,a,inform,done(SellPC(a,c2,500)))

Table 1. Example of a request conversation

which can trigger a whole set of basic actions, the relation between the actions
and the preconditions may not be as straightforward as in this case.

In step 3 a request comes into the message-base of agent b and this triggers
the revision of the handleRequest goal to the choice we see in step 4. And since
agent b believes agent a is costumer and that he has a PC available for e500
(c2), he agrees to the request. Also due to this test-goal, he has now found a
substitution for the variable C so that with the agree-message he can let agent
a know what kind of PC to expect.

Going from step 4 to step 5, agent b has rewritten his goal-base because he
has chosen to agree to the request. The first thing he has to do now is to inform
agent a of his choice, the choice of agreeing to the request, as well as the choice
for the PC he is going to sell to agent a. This message is received by agent a
in step 6. He applies the substitution for C and waits for agent b to inform him
about the result of the requested action.



Agent b on the other hand goes on processing his goal-base and is just about
to execute this action. This results in step 7, where the belief-base of agent b is
also updated: he removes the fact ‘available(c2,500)’ and adds ‘sold(a,c2,500)’.

The last part of the request protocol is that agent b informs agent a that the
action has been done. This is what happens when going from step 7 to step 8,
where we see the final result. This, however, does not mean that the agents are
finished now. They will still have to agree on a payment and delivery method,
but that is outside the scope of this example.

The relations between the message-base and the belief-base have been left
out from this example to keep it simple. Possible updates related to the incom-
ing messages are for example after step 3. Agent b has received a request and
could add GabuyPC(500) to his belief-base, meaning that agent a has the goal
buyPC(500). Similarly when agent a has received the request in step 6, he could
add GbSellPC(a, c2, 500) to his belief-base. These possible belief-updates are all
not defined in the FIPA semantics. The only belief-update that is defined in the
FIPA ACL semantics is an update after an agent has received an inform, e.g.
after step 8, agent a can add Bbdone(SellPC(a, c2, 500)) to his belief-base. A
possible update for the sender of this inform, like BaBbdone(SellPC(a, c2, 500))
is, however, not defined in FIPA.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed some practical issues concerning the communica-
tion between goal directed agents. The first fundamental issue that we discussed
is the fact that although the sending agent chooses the time to send a message,
the receiving agent does not have the goal to receive that message. Therefore we
created a message-base for each agent such that the transport of the message
is performed synchronously while the handling of the message is asynchronous.
We have shown how the specification of the effects of that depend on the per-
formative of the message and how this is incorporated in practical reasoning
rules that are invoked by the agents. The parts of the semantics of the com-
munication that are undisputed and should take immediate effect are modelled
using reactive rules that are invoked at the moment the message arrives in the
message-base of the agent.

The parts of the intended effects of the communication over which the re-
ceiving agent needs to have control are modelled by reasoning rules that are
invoked whenever the agent decides to pursue the trigger goal of that rule. E.g.,
the receiving agent decides itself when it wants to handle an inform message and
whether it believes the contents of this message or even whether it believes that
the sending agent believes the content.

By splitting up the ‘standard’ semantics of the messages given by FIPA
in this way, it becomes possible to make agents that strictly conform to the
FIPA specifications, but also deviate from this specification in circumstances
where that might be necessary (e.g. the sincerity condition cannot be guaranteed
in many open systems). The second advantage of incorporating the message



handling in the practical reasoning rules is that the agent can incorporate them
in a natural way among its other goals and can handle the messages at the point
where it is most suitable for the agent.

Although the framework has been set up, a number of details still have to be
taken care of. For instance, the unification of the content between the sent and
received message is not trivial. Of course in this paper we only specified a few
messages and their effects in 3APL. We intend to implement the complete set
of FIPA messages in 3APL and implement the communication process. Finally
there is a practical issue of how large the message-bases should be and what
happens if received messages are never handled by the agent.
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